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Project description
The main goal of the Opening Reproducible Research (ORR) project was the design, implementation, and
evaluation of the Executable Research Compendium (ERC). The ERC encapsulates a scientific paper with
the used data and software to enable third parties to reproduce the original research results (figures, tables).
It also facilitates interaction with these results and the recombination of ERCs with other data. Although
reviewed as a high-risk experiment for providing reproducibility, the objectives of ORR have been completed.
ORR’s results did not only lead to visibility in the scientific community, but also to a large interest by external
partners from the publishing sector to introduce ERCs in concrete cooperations.
This follow-up project proposal, O2R2, builds on the results from the ORR project, particularly the prototypes and specifications as well as the insights gained regarding the needs and practices of scientists.
O2R2 contributes to changing the way scientific results are communicated and disseminated by realising a
broad-based deployment of ORR’s concepts and solutions in pilot applications, by engaging various stakeholders, and by creating user incentives. Hence, O2R2 opens access by transforming (i) technology, (ii)
organisations and workflows, and (iii) individual behaviour.
O2R2 will transform technology of scientific publishing by enhancing publications in three pilot applications. Two pilots realise special journal issues with publishers, where ERCs are provided as supplementary
assets enhancing review and reading workflows. The third pilot implements the ERC as the object of scientific publication and integrates it with the Open Journal Systems (OJS) publishing software. Organisations
and workflows will be transformed by explicitly tackling barriers for adoption of ERCs by potential infrastructures operators, and by broadening the scope of ORR towards geospatial analyses with large data.
Transforming individual behaviour will be pursued by developing tools to assist scientists in interacting with
ERCs. In ORR, we conducted a series of studies to identify problems and needs of open reproducible research. Immediate benefits for preparing code and data are lacking, and even if underlying materials are
accessible, research results are not necessarily reproducible as we found while reproducing geoscientific
papers. Scientists need easy-to-use tools to create executable papers, e.g. by only submitting their project
folder. In O2R2, we address these issues by lowering barriers for the creation of ERCs, and create tangible
incentives for researchers to publish ERCs.
Throughout the entire project, key figures are collected to gather long-term operational requirements of
the new publication workflow. Combined with user studies, this data allows profound evaluation of ERC’s
potential. O2R2 puts the ERC from laboratory conditions out into the real world of scientific practice and
sustainably contributes to the open access transformation.

1
1.1

State of the Art and Preliminary Work
State of the Art

Many journals today encourage authors to share data used in studies, but only a minority enforces it, and
rarely give journals guidance on how data should be shared [46]. Since computational reproducibility (i.e.
sharing software) encompasses and naturally follows data sharing, its adoption by journals is even less
developed. The ORR proposal gave an extensive literature review on open reproducible research in 2014.
The following sections therefore focus on literature published since 2014.
Open Access and Open Reproducible Research
Open access publishing means anyone has free access to the published material including data, software, and the actual paper. It is a key aspect in open science which makes research more transparent [35].
There is a strong trend towards open access publishing [38]. Open access is a key focus in the European
Union’s research programme Horizon 2020 1 .
Reproducible research is now more frequently discussed, e.g. in Science [5] and Nature [19], and the
topic also reaches more domain sciences. Benestad et al. [10] discuss the importance of replicable and reproducible research in the geosciences. Ostermann and Granell [37] assess reproducibility and replicability
1
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/open-science-open-access; this, and all following URLs accessed
on May 24, 2018
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in the field of volunteered geographic information. According to Leek and Jager [30], reproducible research
findings are not by default better and can still be subject to flaws, e.g. during data collection, but they are
more reliable because they allow other researchers to understand and scrutinise a paper’s (computational)
steps. Several initiatives support and promote reproducibility by providing guidelines. Gil et al. [18] suggest
best practices for the so called Geoscience Paper of the Future (GPF). The GPF provides public access
to data, software, and methods enriched by metadata. Nosek et al. [35] propose eight Transparency and
Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines adopted by numerous journals and scholarly societies. Stodden et
al. [43] extend TOP and suggest a set of Reproducibility Enhancement Principles (REP) which focus more
on computational aspects. Further recommendations are provided by the rOpenSci community and Research Data Alliance Interest Group Reproducibility 2 . Several initiatives utilise the concept of badges and
associated criteria to evaluate, visualise, and advertise Open Science aspects of publications. Examples are
COS badges, which were successfully evaluated [26], or the Association for Computing Machinery’s (ACM)
process for Artifact Review and Badging with its own terminology (cf. [6])3 . None of these guidelines explain
how fully reproducible articles are to be submitted to journals4 , and there is a clear lack of solutions lowering
the barriers to submit articles in an open and reproducible way. Journals’ author guidelines are effective
means to influence scientific practice but they rarely if ever recommend a specific tool or technology5 .
The ORR project developed the Executable Research Compendium (ERC) [36] and supporting tools
as a solution for how to realise reproducible articles. An ERC comprises all research components to rerun
the computational analyses reported in a scientific paper, i.e. datasets, source code, runtime environment,
and the actual paper. Consequently, the ERC enables methods or results reproducibility (cf. [6]): people
other than the paper’s author can execute the computational steps using the same dataset, source code,
and configuration leading to the same results and figures [14].
Reproducible research platforms and tools
The lack of a standardised means for sharing research components [23] and the difficulty of achieving
reproducibility [15] are key obstacles hindering the adoption of reproducible research. To address these
issues, Bechhofer et al. propose Research Objects (RO), “semantically rich aggregations of resources that
bring together the data, methods and people involved in (scientific) investigations” [8]. They provide metadata standards and link different resources, e.g. scientific workflows [9], preservation or computational jobs6 .
Research Compendia [17] facilitate reproducing the computations in a paper. Stodden et al. [42] developed
a platform for sharing, executing, and validating research compendia. However, their approach lacks supporting tools, e.g. for creation or execution, integration (e.g. with publishing systems) and incentives such
as interactive figures.
A well-known tool in the field of reproducible research is Jupyter notebook [27]. Readers can easily
open reproducible documents and manipulate code to see changing results including user interface widgets
such as a slider with only a few lines of code7 . Similar notebook functionality is available for R using R
Markdown [7] and Shiny8 . R Markdown combines source code written in R and Markdown in a plain text
format. Rendering a document, e.g. to HTML, executes the code. Jupyter and R Markdown enable readers
to explore and change code in their local programming environment. The recent Reproducible Document
Stack9 by eLife Labs is a new technology stack for reproducible manuscripts with a focus on ease of use
for authors (what-you-see-is-what-you-get editor) and introducing a new exchange format for articles, but
without handling of runtime environments or easy to use interactive figures.
Reproducible run-time environments
A research project’s runtime environment is a crucial aspect of reproducibility, because deviations can
lead to different results [22]. The concept of executing a series of commands, e.g. organized in a Makefile10 ,
2

See https://ropensci.github.io/reproducibility-guide/ and https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/reproducibility-ig.html.
See respective websites https://osf.io/tvyxz/wiki/home/ and https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
4
Greenbaum et al. [21] only make the case for structured supplemental material (data) guided by the FAIR principles.
5
An exception to the rule being GigaScience, see https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/pages/instructions to authors.
6
Cf. Research Object BagIt archive, https://github.com/ResearchObject/bagit-ro; and http://www.researchobject.org/initiative/stelar/.
7
Cf. binder, https://mybinder.org/ for readily available notebooks, and BeakerX, http://beakernotebook.com/, for widgets.
8
Cf. http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/ and https://shiny.rstudio.com/
9
https://elifesciences.org/labs/7dbeb390/reproducible-document-stack-supporting-the-next-generation-research-article
10
Make for research described for example by http://zmjones.com/make/ or http://kbroman.org/minimal make/.
3
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has been adapted for scientific scenarios in different languages and communities, e.g. remake11 , drake12 , or
Taverna [49]. Thain et al. [44] discuss two approaches to capture scientific software executions: “preserving
the mess, and encouraging cleanliness”. They paint a detailed picture of challenges regarding in-silico
experiments and present prototypical solutions (e.g. Umbrella [34]).
Beyond capturing a workflow, a runtime environment can be recreated if the correct version of the
interpreter and all extension packages/libraries/modules are used. These dependencies quickly become
complex making manual documentation and assembly infeasible. The R extension packages checkpoint
or packrat ease the process of reproducing project dependencies but not the interpreter itself13 . ReproZip
[13] or Parrot [44] apply tracing techniques to capture files and commands needed for an analysis and use
them to build a virtual machine (VM) or container image for execution. ”Unpacking” ReproZip packages to a
VM addresses some limitations of containers (e.g. operating system kernels) but puts a burden on authors
and readers. It requires authors to manually develop interactive figures, because it packages dynamic web
pages or standalone system-dependent user interfaces. In addition, users have to provide an execution
environment locally, e.g. a hypervisor. The Whole Tale project’s ”living articles” have similar goals to ERCs
based on a full cyberinfrastructure spanning data ingestion, analysis front-ends, persistent identification,
authentication, data storage layers, and online data dashboards. However, this approach requires extensive
changes to the researchers’ workflow and there is no collaboration with publishers [12]. REANA14 is a
”platform for reusable data analysis”. It targets particle physics, uses Docker to capture computational
environments and develops it’s own workflow format/engine/scheduler and command-line interface.
Containerisation originates from effectively separating processes in a machine and became popular for
packaging applications and their dependencies for deployment in cloud infrastructures [16]. Compared to
VMs, containers are limited by not including the kernel of the used operating system, which could affect
reproducibility, though for cross-platform systems such as R this is less of an issue and breaking changes
in the kernel are extremely rare. Containers have proven to be a promising technology in reproducible research: Howe [24] lists improvements virtualisation and cloud computing provide for reproducibility, of which
many apply directly to containers. Boettiger [11] demonstrates their usage for computational analysis in
R and derives best practices. Hung et al. [25] use containers to package graphical user interface-based
research environments with multiple tools from multiple languages across operating systems. The most
wide-spread container solution is Docker but alternative products such as rkt exist15 . Notably, these competitors are Free Open Source Software (FOSS) and collaborate on standardising the container runtime
and image format16 . Singularity is a further FOSS container platform stemming from and focussing on the
high-performance computing community [28]. Using containers for reproducible research is an active field
of research in various disciplines (cf. [12, 45, 20, 41])17 .
The role of figures in open reproducible research
While being able to reproduce the results reported in a paper is a clear benefit, having executable code
and data can increase a reader’s understanding of the results as well. Figures play an important role in this
context [40]. They can convey results such as statistical results and spatio-temporal analyses quickly and
efficiently [14]. Being able to reproduce figures is thus highly desirable for reproducible papers. Mack said
[31]: “When presenting results, a good graph is like a good scientific theory - once you see it, everything just
makes sense.” According to Lee et al. [29], investing time into the design of figures is worth the effort. They
identified a correlation between the impact of the paper and the number of visualisations. They attribute this
to either complex ideas presented in high-impact papers requiring a visualisation for explanation or visualisations generally leading to a better understanding of the paper. Interactive visualisations allow for an even
deeper engagement with the depicted results and are thus incentives for authors to publish reproducible
research [48]. They rely on dataset and code underlying a figure being accessible in a structured format.
11

Data analysis in R, seehttps://github.com/richfitz/remake.
Data workflow management, see https://github.com/Factual/drake.
13
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/checkpoint/index.html; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/packrat/index.html
14
https://github.com/reanahub, developed at CERN, Switzerland, in early alpha stage.
15
See https://www.docker.com/ respectively https://coreos.com/rkt.
16
Cf. Open Container Initiative (OCI), see OCI v1.0 release blog post.
17
See also a number of recent workshops: Docker Containers for Reproducible Research Workshop (C4RR) organised by Software
Sustainability Institute, Cambridge, UK, 2017, and Container Strategies for Data & Software Preservation that Promote Open Science
organised by DASPOS, University of Notre Dame, USA, 2016.
12
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They also require particular skills, so being able to create such figures in an easy or even automated way is
desirable. Publishing interactive results is already possible (cf. “Reproducible research platforms and tools”)
but rarely included in scientific papers. Interactive figures are automatically created by Statsplorer based
on variables selected by the user [47]. As the study findings indicate, Statsplorer successfully supports
students in conducting and understanding statistical analyses. Weissgerber et al. [48] present a tool for
interacting with line graphs by displaying descriptive statistics, choosing data subsets, and displaying comparisons. Adnan et al. [2] conduct a user study about time series providing basic interactions, e.g. tooltips
(mouseover). As their results show, users feel more confident and find it easier to detect maxima/minima
compared to static time series.
However, the presented approaches to create such graphs either require programming skills or else provide no means to manipulate what is shown in the figure. The ORR project identified promising interactions
that are possible if research is reproducible and if the underlying materials are linked. Related approaches
show coarse linkages between text and code [4], paper and data [1], and paper, data and code [32]. Still,
none of them provides fine-grained linkages (bindings) on the level of parameters. This proposal contains
steps for creating and using these linkages to realise the identified interactions.

1.2

Preliminary work

The outcomes of the Opening Reproducible Research (ORR) project motivate the follow-up project O2R2.
ORR’s specifications, reference implementation, and paper corpus show the feasibility of the Executable
Research Compendium (ERC) for reproducible geoscientific publications18 . ORR pursued seven objectives.
O1: Capture and formalise specifies the Executable Research Compendium (ERC). The ERC preserves the runtime “mess” inside a nested container, while encouraging “cleanliness” in the outer BagIt
container (cf. Section 1.1). Nust
̈ et al. [36] specify the structure of an ERC and explain how it can be
integrated into the publication process. The technical specifications were refined iteratively in terms of consistency, understandability, and soundness. They transparently handle the shortcomings of containers, e.g.
their dependency on specific operating system kernels or container runtime versions. The initial ERC concept was enhanced considerably and differs from comparable tools and initiatives: ORR provides tools to
create, explore, and store (to third party data repositories) ERCs via an API without imposing any requirements on the author’s computer. In contrast, ReproZip requires a Linux or Mac operating system, knowledge
about command line tools, and does not consider storing created packages and metadata in repositories.
The ORR reference implementation works on a different abstraction level. It could use ReproZip internally
for creating the runtime image at the cost of a human-readable manifest, or extend it by providing additional metadata (e.g. bindings) to “unpack” a ReproZip package into an ERC. Another similar approach,
eLife’s Reproducible Document Stack (RDS), also addresses the publication process of articles (creation,
interaction). It focuses on a newly developed editor using a new document format applicable to journal
submissions. This includes specific technical requirements for copy-editing and publishing platforms. In
contrast, R Markdown and its authoring tools are sufficient to create ERCs. Using R Markdown so far has
not incurred any limitations for our approach but RDS offers a (complementary) alternative that can inform
the evaluation of both approaches.
Software prototypes for creating and interacting with ERCs were implemented as open source software
to O2: Validate ERCs. This reference implementation uses a microservice architecture for a RESTful
reproducibility service supporting a browser-based user interface. Powering tools for the reproducibility
service are (a) metadata extraction, mapping, and validation, (b) automatic container creation, and (c) ERC
validation. The latter focuses on highlighting differences between original/recomputed figures. The service
supports creating ERCs from cloud-based workspaces from Sciebo and delivering finished ERCs to the
data repository Zenodo. They thus connect ORR with the global research data management and research
collaboration ecosystem. Using nested containers proved to be suitable for capturing a snapshot of R-based
workflows. The focus on R and R Markdown mitigates most issues regarding operating systems, because
R is already cross-platform compatible. Complex dependency trees are solved by taking a snapshot of
all dependencies at the time of ERC creation and letting the author confirm the results are correct. While
ORR’s original proposal discussed ERC for long-term preservation, the focus shifted during the project to
18

See http://o2r.info/results/ for the respective documents, demos, and repositories.
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improving the review process and enabling computational reproducibility within the mid-term time ranges
established for research data19 , which still covers use20 of artefacts.
The objective to O3: Exchange data between two papers proved to be a complex task but nevertheless
a basic solution was developed. We created a service and a UI to replace the original input dataset of an
ERC A by a compatible one of another ERC B. The result of this process is a new ERC that applies the
analysis of A and the dataset of B.
To find how researchers want to O4: Interact, re-use and O7: Discover ERCs, we conducted a user
requirement analysis. Based on a survey, interviews, and a focus group, we assessed their needs and
ideas for open reproducible research. We also investigated what workflows they applied when examining a
paper and identified four purposes (Konkol and Kray, 2018), which we then implemented21 : Discovery (e.g.
querying using spatio-temporal properties); Inspection of scientific papers (e.g. of data/code of a particular
figure); Manipulation of figures (e.g. of a parameter shown in a figure); and Substitution of materials (e.g. the
dataset). These purposes underpin the definition of bindings, which describe fine-grained linkages between
a specific result in a paper and those code snippets and data subsets which produced it. These bindings
also enable substituting the data subset and manipulating parameters, e.g. using a slider. Furthermore, we
investigated participants’ understanding of open reproducible research and obstacles during its realisation.
To establish the current state of reproducibility in the computational geosciences, we analysed technical
issues we had while creating the corpus and described differences between original and reproduced figures (Konkol et al., 2018). In addition, we evaluated publications at a GIScience conference (Nust
̈ et al.,
2018). O7: Discover was realised by enabling fine-grained queries including keywords, spatial, temporal,
and thematic properties, e.g. software packages. In addition, we successfully demonstrated22 how ERCs
enhance discovery based on badges that can be automatically generated from unique information provided
by the O2R Web API. The ERC thus facilitates badge assignment and aligns well with existing initiatives
for badges without duplicating the criteria or interfering with the evaluation processes (cf. ACM and OSF
badges in Section 1.1).
To address O5: Structure and O6: Implement infrastructure, the ORR reproducibility servicewas
designed for integration into infrastructures of libraries, publishers, and other research organisations. To
test the implementation, we created a corpus of 20 papers23 as reproducible documents. A public demo of
the platform and the services is hosted on a ULB server and includes the full corpus.
During the ORR project, we held two workshops with the external partners24 . Both provided valuable
feedback that greatly helped in shaping the project, and they have increased the interest from the publishers
Copernicus and Elsevier. Three theses (2 MSc, 1 BSc) and one internship were completed in the context
of ORR, on spatio-temporal search, map comparison and conversion, location extraction from papers, and
similarity measurements for ERCs. Several events at conferences were (co-)organised by ORR25 and we
ran three full-term courses at ifgi26 , which built on ORR.

1.3

Project-related list of publications

Peer-Reviewed Articles
Nust,
̈ D., Konkol, M., Schutzeichel, M., Pebesma, E., Kray, C., Przibytzin, H. and Lorenz, J., 2017. Opening
the Publication Process with Executable Research Compendia. D-Lib Mag. Hannover, Germany.
doi: 10.1045/january2017-nuest
Knoth, C. and Nust,
̈ D., 2017. Reproducibility and Practical Adoption of GEOBIA with Open-Source Software in Docker Containers. Remote Sens. 9, no. 3: 290. doi: 10.3390/rs9030290
19

10 years, cf. http://www.dfg.de/download/pdf/foerderung/antragstellung/forschungsdaten/guidelines research data.pdf
Archived artefacts are not intended to be used anymore but may still be inspected manually, which ERCs support by encapsulating
all aspects of research and giving entry points for users.
21
See video at https://youtu.be/Vy9b3pIWPd0. Enable subtitles in the video settings for textual explanations.
22
http://o2r.info/2017/09/12/reproducible-research-badges
23
A full list of the corpus papers can be found in the proposal’s appendix.
24
See workshop reports on project website for May 2016 and May 2017.
25
Reproducible Geosciences Discussion Forum at 20th AGILE Int. Conference on GIScience, Reproducible computational research
in the publication cycle, Open Data, Reproducible Research, and Open Science, Writing reproducible geoscience papers using R
Markdown, Docker, and GitLab and Open Data, Reproducible Research, and Open Science at EGU General Assemblies 2017/18.
26
Badges for computational geoscience containers, Interactive geoscientific papers, and Interacting with Geoinformation.
20
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Pebesma, E., R. Bivand, P.J. Ribeiro, 2015. Software for Spatial Statistics. Journal of Statistical Software
63(1), p. 1-8. doi: 10.18637/jss.v063.i01
Other Publications
A full list of other project-related publications and talks is available online at http://o2r.info/publications/ and
the project blog’s posts (over 25) at http://o2r.info/all/.
Konkol, M. and Kray, C., 2018. In-depth examination of spatio-temporal figures in open reproducible research. EarthArXiv Preprints. doi: 10.17605/OSF.IO/Q53M8.
Konkol, M., Kray, C. and Pfeiffer, M., 2018. The State of Reproducibility in the Computational Geosciences.
EarthArXiv Preprints. doi:10.17605/OSF.IO/KZU8E.
Nust,
D., Granell, C., Hofer, B., Konkol, M., Ostermann, F., Sileryte, R., Cerutti, V., 2018. Reproducible
̈
research and GIScience: an evaluation using AGILE conference papers. PeerJ Preprints 6:e26561v1.
doi: 10.7287/peerj.preprints.26561v1
Nust,
D., 2017. Automatically archiving reproducible studies with Docker. Talk at useR!2017 conference,
̈
Brussels, Belgium. slides | video.
Konkol M., Nust
̈ D., Schutzeichel M., Pebesma E., Kray C., Przibytzin H., Lorenz J., 2017. Opening
reproducible research (o2r). Abstract (poster). Open Science Conference. Berlin, Germany. poster
Kray, C., F. Schmid, H. Fritze, 2017. Guest editorial: map interaction. GeoInformatica 21 (3), 573–576. doi:
10.1007/s10707-016-0290-x
Pebesma, E. 2017. Incentives and rewards in scientific software communities. Keynote at 2nd Conference
on Non-Textual Information “Software and Services for Science (S3)”. TIB, Hannover, Germany. slides
| video

2
2.1

Objectives and Work Programme
Anticipated total duration of the project

ORR was funded for 24 months (2016/2017). For its second phase O2R2, we apply for 30 months.

2.2

Objectives

The objectives of this project build on the results and insights gained during the ORR project (cf. Section 1.1),
in particular the prototypes and stakeholder needs. O2R2 takes the next steps towards transforming the way
research is published by deploying our concepts in pilot applications and subsequently evaluating them.
They result in a new platform for producing composite (data, code, runtime environment) and enhanced
interactive articles to transform scholarly communication. The developed software and further outcomes
of the project greatly reduce the effort for stakeholders to produce, (re-)use, review and publish executable
research compendia. Three objectives (see Figure 1) pursue the overarching goal of persisting concepts
and tools for reproducible research developed in ORR and O2R2.
O1: Use ERCs for actual scientific publications A key aspect of realising open access transformation is
changing the practice of publishing. We will deploy three pilot applications to introduce a novel experience
in scholarly communication based on a research infrastructure for ERCs. The pilots bring together key
stakeholders, i.e. authors, readers, reviewers, infrastructure operators, and publishers. For two pilots we
collaborate with established publishers: Elsevier27 and Copernicus Publications28 . We integrate ERCs and
the reproducibility service into the regular reading experience and review process of one special issue
respectively. This integration is evolutionary, i.e. ERCs are interactive supplements to publications. The
third pilot realises a disruptive integration. It extends Open Journal Systems29 (OJS) to use the ERC as
the item under review and published artefact. We will set up a demonstration journal providing o2r services
27

https://www.elsevier.com/
https://www.publications.copernicus.org/
29
https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/
28
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and features hosted by the WWU’s eScience data centre to showcase further the ERC’s applicability in
education. It facilitates reproducible course submissions and replaces static literature with interactive ERCs.
The pilots are complemented by three cross-cutting tasks: opening the self-contained ERC for remotely
stored large satellite data, user support, and deployment monitoring.
O2: Eliminate barriers for using ERCs ORR successfully took the first steps towards enabling the creation
and validation of basic executable papers. In addition, it laid the foundations to tackle further barriers such
as integrating executable papers into the publication workflow. Nevertheless, further barriers still need to be
tackled to support the full research cycle for all stakeholders. In O2R2 a key objective is thus to eliminate
remaining barriers from the creation of ERCs over the publishing process to the examination and re-use
of ERCs. We aim to overcome barriers for authors by developing semi-automatic approaches to create
bindings that describe the detailed relationships between specific results of the paper, data subsets and
parts of the source code. In addition, we plan to provide readers and reviewers with means to more easily
compare original results with output generated by reproducing, substituting elements, or manipulating an
ERC. A key barrier preventing publishers and operators from integrating executable papers is a lack of
knowledge about technology, costs, risks and procedures. We plan to tackle this by collecting and analysing
data from the deployment, by producing detailed documentation, and by prototyping a vendor-independent
implementation. Finally, an overarching barrier is the lack of clear benefits for working reproducibly. We
plan to address this barrier by providing new capabilities that are only possible when ERCs are used but
unavailable in traditional papers.
O3: Evaluate concept and pilots In order to provide a clear picture of how the proposed concepts and the
developed software work in practice, we will carry out a multi-level evaluation with specific success measures. On a technical level, we will collect data regarding performance and scalability of running creation
and execution sessions in parallel. On the user level, we will gather feedback with the help of qualitative (e.g.
interviews) and quantitative (e.g. questionnaires) methods from all stakeholders regarding effort, satisfaction
and success rate. On a practical level, we will analyse what effort is required to integrate, run and maintain
an executable paper service on a publication infrastructure. Data for these analyses will come from the development process itself, the monitoring of the pilot deployment, and from focused studies with stakeholders.
Scope Consistent with ORR, this follow-up project focuses on Open Access Transformation. Our goal is
to develop and evaluate an approach that is compatible with stakeholder practices and their tools to facilitate the transformation process in practice. We will thus cover the entire process from carrying out analyses
over writing a paper, submitting and reviewing it, to publication. Rather than focusing on individual aspects,
such as containerisation technologies, our contributions are (1) to demonstrate the technical feasibility and
limitations of a comprehensive approach to open access transformation and (2) to evaluate it in a real-world
deployment with users. To achieve these goals we will focus on geosciences, R, and using established
container technologies. While this will limit the generalisability of the results to some degree, it enables us
to test the entire publication process.

2.3

Work programme and proposed research methods

Overview The work programme consists of three work areas that together tackle the objectives (see Section 2.2). Figure 1 shows the work programme and how ORR outcomes feed into O2R2. Open access
transformation is engaged on three interrelated levels: (i) transforming technology and enhancing scientific
publishing, (ii) eliminating barriers for adoption of ERCs, and (iii) evaluating concepts, tools and providing
lessons learned.
O2R2 transforms scientific publishing to open access and open reproducibility. The project further
evolves ORR’s concepts and prototypes and evaluates them in an experimental setting with actual scientific
content and all stakeholders: authors, reviewers, publishers, and readers. Two pilots investigate an evolutionary approach, where ERCs are treated as supplements to manuscripts. In a third we follow a disruptive
approach, where the ERC replaces the traditional paper. Both approaches feed back to the geoscience communities by exposing authors, reviewers and editors with the concepts of reproducible research, the tools
or workflows to increase reproducibility, and the benefits of publishing research in an open and reusable way.
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Figure 1: Overview of the work programme and objectives. The table shows key barriers, how these were
initially tackled during ORR, and which implementations are planned to overcome them during O2R2 (green
and blue boxes). Orange boxes show how we plan to evaluate implementations and deployment. The
success measures indicate how we determine success. The blue box (bottom) summarises the technical
outcomes of O2R2.

Efforts and schedule In the first year, the majority of the work is on preparing the collaboration pilots both
technically and organisationally. During the second year, resources are put into the self-hosted pilot while
monitoring and supporting the collaboration pilots. In the final half year, the pilots are maintained, but the
focus shifts to documentation, evaluation and ensuring sustainability of results. The work programme includes a substantial amount of implementation to ensure a lasting impact beyond the project duration and a
meaningful contribution to open access transformation and scientific research infrastructures.
Innovative contributions and risks The unique features of O2R2 (cf. Section 1.1) lie in in the integration of
ERCs into the publication process of existing platforms and in involving all stakeholders. The reproducibility
service API hides complexity while still applying latest technology for computational reproducibility. The
embedding of a container image and the interactively created bindings ensure executability and interactivity
beyond other tools and current practices. Compared to the Whole Tale project, ORR and O2R2 have a
stronger focus on peer-reviewed scholarly manuscripts, and do not attempt to establish another complex
infrastructure for the whole scientific process. We acknowledge the promising possibilities of an integrated
large scale approach and the projects’ similar overarching goals, and see potential for collaboration during
O2R2. Similarly, REANA’s approach requires researchers to code and adopt REANA workflows and in turn
provides access to large scale cloud computing infrastructure, but does not facilitate interactive visualisations
or assisted creation of enhanced articles for publication. The focus of O2R2 lies in connecting existing
infrastructure and platforms via APIs. Providing easy creation and inspection with seamless interactive
visualisations as opposed to offering full research environments (e.g. Jupyter Notebooks or RStudio in the
browser) is a strong and unique approach.
The experimental nature of the project incurs several risks. The challenge of capturing runtime environments are greatly reduced by using R, a cross-platform language, which is one reason that using containers
so far has not imposed any limitations. For the required life-span (cf. Section 1.2) of 10 years for ERCs,
we can assume a Docker-based infrastructure can be operated which can mitigate the deficiencies of con-
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tainers at the cost of not supporting rare marginal cases, e.g. by providing the most recent kernel and
selected Docker versions. Beyond this time frame, other strategies can be applied. Rechert et al. [39] propose and demonstrate an emulation-based preservation of containers. Further alternatives are building an
independent OCI-based container runtime with a focus on long-term availability, using alternative container
runtimes, providing multiple system environments as a service30 , or common software preservation methods [33]. Implementing these strategies is out of scope for this project, as the focus lies on demonstrating
the usefulness first, but O1 will provide important lessons for future projects on research infrastructures
reported in O3.
Running two pilots with established publishers and one self-hosted pilot considerably mitigates the dependence on the external partners. The self-hosted pilot is under full control of the project group. Its
schedule and extent can be adjusted. Building a pilot in OJS creates the potential for easy integration of the
platform in any other OJS-managed journal. The risk of being off regarding technology decisions or user
requirements is mitigated by outreach activities, expert elicitation, and user involvement.
Work Area 1: Pilot applications
The first work area fulfils O1 and consists of four work packages: two for implementing the pilots, one
for their deployment and support, and one for allowing ERCs with large satellite data. Three pilots are
conducted: two in cooperation with Elsevier and Copernicus, and one using a self-hosted Open Journal
Systems (OJS) instance. In cooperation with the publishers, we will set up virtual special issues (VSI)31 .
VSIs group papers online as they are published and can span across several journals32 . These will include
publications having ERCs as supplements. Copernicus journals are all Open Access (OA). We strive to
make as many articles as possible of the Elsevier VSI available as OA, too. In any case, the ERC supplements are openly available. The diversity of a VSI, potentially covering journals from a variety of geoscience
disciplines, allows to feed back to the readership of the involved journals, but the most impact can be reached
in the European Geosciences Union (EGU) through the cooperation with Copernicus, EGU’s own publisher.
For the self-hosted pilot, the ULB acts as the publisher for a sandbox O2R2 Journal using OJS. The
eScience centre and university library as infrastructure provider respectively publisher form a typical scenario for independently published journals. The journal allows replacing the traditional paper with ERCs. It
demonstrates ERCs’ potential to readers, authors, and editors of the other pilots, showcases the developed
plugins to operators of OJS-based journals, and provides a platform for ERCs in education.
The three pilots cover current publication practices from large scale publishers to independent journals.
Elsevier is one of the largest scientific publisher with a long history and many (> 2500) journals across all
disciplines. Copernicus is smaller and younger, focuses on geosciences, publishes exclusively open access
journals using a public peer-review system, and pursues in-housing of infrastructure and staff. The selfhosted pilot is comparable to an independent journal hosted by researchers and their institution. All pilots
require the integration of O2R2 solutions in existing, established IT systems and organisational workflows.
Work Package 1.1: Collaboration pilots
Realising virtual special issues requires organisational and technical preparation. The organisational
preparation is shared between O2R2 and the publishers. Journal editors must be convinced to include
their journal in the VSIs33 . Therefore a draft of author guidelines for ERCs is developed quickly and the
ORR prototype is maintained as a demonstrator. Multiple journals may be contacted in close collaboration
with the external partners to mitigate risks. During the preparation phase, there is no open call for papers
but the integration into the third party systems will be tested with ERCs from the ORR corpus and further
retroactively created ERCs for already published articles. This measure mitigates the risk of receiving too
few new submissions with the possibility to contact authors of suitable publications and to create ERC
supplements ourselves based on the ORR paper corpus.
The technical preparation of the reproducibility platform comprises (i) preparing the ORR software for
deployment in productive environments, (ii) extending the UI and API of the reproducibility service to seamlessly integrate with the publisher’s platforms, and (iii) integrating the O2R2 reproducibility service into the
30

Cf. sketch in O2R architecture for a reference-implementation with multiple execution infrastructures, http://o2r.info/architecture/
VSIs are supported by both collaborating publishers, see Speeding up special issue publications with article-based publishing
(Elsevier) and Copernicus Online open-access publishing service.
32
Cf. inter-journal SIs of Copernicus journal GMD: https://www.geosci-model-dev.net/special issues inter journal only.html
33
We are in contact with the journals CAGEO (Elsevier) and GMD (Copernicus).
31
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publication workflows of the publishers. The required changes for a productive deployment are (i) a public
status page for the reproducibility service, (ii) a processing queue and worker infrastructure for ERC executions using a container scheduler (such as Kubernetes34 ), (iii) scalable scheduler-based deployment
of reproducibility service itself, and (iv) better protection against malicious usage, e.g. virus scanning of
uploaded files and hardening of the container execution using AppArmor35 .
The integration of ERCs into the infrastructure of the publishers comprises two steps: First, the publishers integrate bespoke O2R2 clients to provide a user interface for examining ERC supplements. Second,
publishers integrate the ERC into the submission process of yet unpublished articles, for which the submission workflow of publishers needs several adaptations: connecting the submission software to the O2R2
platform to incorporate ERCs during manuscript creation and review; software adaptations by the publisher concerning the submission (e.g. automatically reject submissions with unvalidated ERCs) and review
processes (e.g. additional questions specifically on ERCs). Such use cases are supported by the ORR
architecture and API36 , and the level of coupling will be determined during the project (e.g. linking vs. full
integration). Previous meetings with the publishers confirmed the feasibility of an evolutionary integration.
Work Package 1.1: Collaboration pilots
The self-hosted pilot serves two purposes: integrate ERCs in an open publishing platform and evaluate
use of ERCs in education. The OJS platform is extended with comparable features described in Work
Package 1.1, yet adopting a completely ERC-based publishing workflow including submission, review, and
publication. OJS is widespread and the extensions are potentially usable by many journals. O2R2 benefits
from a productive OJS installation operated by ULB37 . OJS provides a plug-in mechanism, which will be
used to realise the requirements. Parts of this workflow, such as publishing manuscripts and supplementary
files to repositories or submitting files from cloud shares, are realised as independent plugin-ins to make
them reusable by other OJS operators. The enhancements affect both user interface, e.g. ERC creation
and inspection, and backend features, e.g. cloud import and repository export. The OJS extensions are
developed as open source software in consultation with the DFG-funded project OJS-de.net38 to address
the OJS community.
ERCs will be created to replace materials in a data science class taught at ifgi. Instead of just reading
an article, students can interact with graphics as well as dive into supplementary code and data using
ERCs published on OJS. They will also be tasked to submit their final project assignment39 as an ERC. By
manually creating ERCs step by step, they will provide useful feedback on usability (O3) while gaining first
hand experiences as junior researchers when submitting their work to a demo journal. Two courses will take
place during the project duration.
Work Package 1.2: Deploy, support & monitor
This work package is relevant for all pilots. Deployment of the reference implementation is based on a
privately hosted project using Ansible for automated provisioning. The automated deployment allows regular
publishing of newly implemented features and bug fixes.
Support might be required by authors, reviewers, and readers. It is likely that they will need help when
first confronted with the tasks of creating or inspecting ERCs. ERC creation and inspection is strongly
facilitated by ORR software, but expected questions are both conceptual, i.e. understanding features and
advantages of ERCs as supplements, and technical, e.g. creating a suitable workspace or bindings. The
support inquiries also contribute to the evaluation of the user experience and to ensuring the documentation
meets the needs of stakeholders. Support staff will handle support requests using a private ticket system40 ,
and Stackoverflow for public discussions building up a knowledge base on ERCs.
Monitoring introduces technical and organisational measures to observe the deployment and support
activities. The collected data is one information source for WA3. The monitoring comprises the deployed
software and staff costs. The software is extended to capture the reproducibility service’s logs (e.g. execution
34

https://kubernetes.io/
https://docs.docker.com/engine/security/apparmor/
36
Architecture and API specification are available online at http://o2r.info/architecture/ respectively http://o2r.info/o2r-web-api/.
37
https://www.uni-muenster.de/Ejournals/
38
“Nachhaltige OJS-Infrastruktur zur elektronischen Publikation wissenschaftlicher Zeitschriften”, see http://www.ojs-de.net/.
39
Cf. experiences made with R Markdown based assignments: http://r-spatial.org/r/2017/04/13/assignments.html
40
University of Munster
operates an OTRS instance.
̈
35
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times and errors) and anonymous usage data in the user interfaces in a single log analysis platform, such
as the Elastic Stack. Deployment and support staff costs are captured with time tracking in categories such
as server maintenance, author support, reviewer support, etc.
Work Package 1.3: Opened ERC & gateway
This work package explores how to open the encapsulation property of ERCs. In discussions with other
researchers from geosciences, the need to handle large datasets, such as remote sensing imagery from
Sentinel41 missions, was repeatedly mentioned. Full data duplication is not feasible for such workflows and
data is made available long-term by trusted parties. Data analysis is also often shifted to remote infrastructures so computations run closer to the data, i.e. with faster access, and only results are transferred.
To evaluate the feasibility of this approach with respect to transparency and reproducibility, we implement
a gateway allowing ERCs to access specific remote resources via APIs. Besides controlling via white-listing
URLs42 , the gateway can ensure long-term validity of ERCs. It might manage redirecting requests when
remote resources move (e.g. to an own archive) or convert requests/responses syntactically when protocols
change. The ERC specification and reference implementation are updated accordingly.
Three use cases demonstrate opened ERCs: (1) loading sentinel imagery from Amazon S3 buckets43
for within-ERC processing, (2) loading data from a geosciences repository44 for within-ERC visualisation,
and (3) controlling a remote process from an ERC main document45 . This exploration will provide important
lessons on the feasibility of ERCs for large datasets and the impact on transparency and reproducibility. The
tasks in this work package can be carried out independently from the pilots to control work load.
Work Area 2: Eliminating barriers
This work area predominately focuses on O2 and has three work packages to address barriers impeding
the work with ERCs for authors, readers/reviewers, and publishers. Besides a lack of technical knowledge
how to publish reproducible research, one barrier for authors is how to link text, data and code, i.e. the
creation of bindings as part of an ERC. We will address these issues by providing user interfaces and support
services that will make this process easy and fast. While being able to reproduce the analysis in a paper
is a clear benefit for all stakeholders, readers and reviewers are still confronted with code files containing
numerous lines of code and several data files. It is difficult and time-consuming to understand how specific
results were achieved. Bindings are fine-grained links between those parts of the R script and the dataset
which were used to produce a specific result (e.g. a figure/number) reported in the paper. This information
bundle can be used to inspect a specific figure in more detail, to manipulate its underlying parameters, or to
substitute underlying (sub)datastes. In this context, comparing original and reproduced/manipulated results
is another challenging task, particularly for readers and reviewers of ERCs. In order to address this issue,
we will develop tools to enable and facilitate this. From the perspective of publishers, one key barrier is
the seamless integration of reproduciblity services into their existing infrastructure, which we will tackle by
integrating the ORR services.
This work area thus aims at lowering the aforementioned barriers by supporting authors to create bindings, by enabling interaction with ERCs for readers and reviewers, and by integrating ERCs into the existing
infrastructure of publishers. This work area will produce software to make it easier for users to participate
in the transformation to open access and incentivise them by providing new capabilities. Additionally, it will
extend the initial specification of bindings which connect the components of an ERC in a fine-grained way to
enable the realisation of the incentives. Finally, it will provide a detailed documentation and final specification
to ensure adoption of the ORR concepts and tools.
Work Package 2.1: Author
The goal of this work package is twofold. First, to tackle the barrier of creating bindings. The user needs
identified in ORR, e.g. to manipulate a specific result, require information such as which code lines produce
the particular figure and which parameter can be changed in which way. We will extend the existing concept
41

https://sentinel.esa.int
Cf. poster publication at https://agile-online.org/conference paper/cds/agile 2017/posters/108 Poster in PDF.pdf
43
http://sentinel-pds.s3-website.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/
44
For example PANGEA.
45
For example by uploading user scripts to the OpenEO API, see https://github.com/Open-EO/openeo-api.
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of the bindings to include this information and other details to realise the remaining user needs. Based on
that, we will implement user interfaces and services based on the prototypical ORR tools to support authors
in creating these bindings.
Second, we address the barrier of missing knowledge about publishing reproducible research. The
newly established services for research data management at the ULB46 will be extended. The additional
service offers support for reproducible research in the geosciences with a focus on methodology and tools
connected with ERCs. The experiences made during this test phase will strongly inform the decision regarding the establishment of a permanent service centre. To further support authors in creating Dockerfiles
out of their R workspaces independently of the O2R2 infrastructure, we will publish the containerit R
extension package on CRAN.
Work Package 2.2: Reader & Reviewer
This work package aims at lowering the barrier for readers/reviewers to use ERCs. It focuses on using
ERCs in ways that go beyond what is possible with traditional papers and that can facilitate new insights.
Based on the results of ORR, we design and implement an improved set of user interfaces. We also
extend the user interface for substituting datasets between ERCs to allow for the substitution of the originally
included data with a user’s own data files. In addition, we will support the basic data transformation of textbased data formats, e.g. to map table column names. The key outcome of this work package consists
of software providing new ways to inspect ERC components, manipulate specific results, and substitute
datasets. To further support reviewers and readers in understanding ERCs independently of the O2R2
infrastructure, we will publish the JavaScript-based ERC checking functionality as an independent command
line tool, erc-checker, on npm.
Work Package 2.3: Publishers & operators
This work package captures lessons learned in the project during the adoption of O2R2’s software
and specifications in another infrastructure. We further extend documentations to be appropriate for third
parties, publish ready-to-use software instead of source code, and update specifications and referenceimplementation to rely on open standards so they become vendor independent.
The enhanced documentation comprises an improved ERC specification and technical documentation
for the reference implementation and architecture covering contribution guidelines, development set-up,
installation, maintenance, and reports on testing procedures. The existing configuration for automated provisioning is extended with an OJS instance including o2r2’s extensions. Furthermore, the O2R Web API will
be formally defined using the OpenAPI specification47 . This ensures long-term documentation and allows
third parties to develop integrations of downstream services and platforms.
The o2r-meta tool will be released on PyPI for sustainable re-use by the publishing community. o2r-meta
supports multiple common metadata handling tasks using a simple command set, such as metadata extraction from workspaces, metadata transformation, and metadata validation. The release comprises code
restructuring, documentation, and tests.
In order to reduce the dependency on Docker, a new version of the ERC specification and reference
implementation will be created independently from the collaboration pilots to rely on the Open Container
Initiative (OCI) standards. OCI released version 1.0.0 of the OCI Runtime Specification and the OCI Image
Format in September 201748 . The open specification is a vendor-neutral alternative to Docker containers,
but only requires small changes from a Docker-based implementation. The reference implementation is
extended to support an OCI implementation49 . This includes an update for the tool containerit . These
updates are tested as part of the self-hosted pilot (cf. O1). The results of this evaluation will inform the final
report with respect to identifying the most promising and sustainable approach.
Work Area 3: Evaluation
This work area evaluates the pilots (WA1) from all stakeholder perspectives (Do O2R2’s solutions eliminate the identified barriers (WA2) successfully?), and from a technological perspective (Is the software and
46

https://www.uni-muenster.de/Forschungsdaten/
https://www.openapis.org/
48
https://www.opencontainers.org/release-notices/v1-0-0
49
Cf. https://github.com/opencontainers/runtime-spec/blob/master/implementations.md, e.g. runC
47
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architecture feasible in practice?). The pilots are deployed for establishing interactive and containerised
publications as ERCs and thus put all specifications and tools to a test. They provide the data to evaluate
all relevant aspects of a new scholarly publishing infrastructure.
Each perspective is covered by a separate work package. Participation in conferences and interacting
with the growing community around reproducible research was crucial for the success of ORR in terms
of public visibility and feedback. Building on this lesson, potential events for interacting with stakeholders
during O2R2 are listed in the work packages below.
Work Package 3.1: Technoloy
This work package evaluates the technological decisions and the pilots, mainly from the perspective of
infrastructure operators, system administrators, and developers of the publishers. The core metric to evaluate the software and architecture is suitability for the expected usage in terms of performance, integratability,
and security. We focus on the former two, since established security procedures – e.g. for cloud and grid
infrastructures – can be applied to the proposed approach as well. A stress test for the deployed services is
conducted and the configuration and documentation are adjusted accordingly. The number of sessions for
the test is loosely aligned with a typical number of papers in a special issue and simulates the case of two
concurrent readers per paper (i.e. 20 in total per issue) and three creation sessions.
Using the monitoring and curated support data from Work Package 1.2, O2R2 will provide (a) documentation for productive deployment and maintenance of an ERC-based publication process, and (b) a detailed
analysis of potential issues, and (c) cost estimates for deploying and running an ERC platform. Key lessons
regarding the integration efforts with existing publishing platforms are discussed and evaluated in an expert discussion. Developers as well as editorial staff members from both publishers, WWU, and the OJS
community will participate.
A technology report summarises the stress test results, the switch to OCI The findings will be published
and presented at reproducible research community events (e.g. DASPOS, C4RR, Open Science Conference), at library science and preservation events (e.g. RDA meetings, DINI Jahrestagung, nestor, TDPL
conference), and/or research infrastructure conferences (e.g. Di4R, ICRI, E-Science-Tage). The report
supports stakeholders in developing long term business plans for operating reproducible research services
based on ERCs.
Work Package 3.1: Stakeholder barriers
We conduct studies with users of the pilots, i.e. reviewers, editors, authors, and students of the selfhosted pilot. The following user studies are planned: questionnaire with pilot participants, interviews with
students, and interviews with authors of ERCs. We will pay particular attention to the understanding process
while examining an ERC compared to traditional papers by following the approach described by Assaraf and
Orion [3].
Community events and conferences will be attended for dissemination and recruitment activities. We will
use them to present our evaluation results and to contact participants for studies. We will particularly target
geosciences and domain conferences (EGU GA, useR!, AGILE, GI Science) but will also include human
computer interaction conferences (CHI) to obtain feedback on the developed user interfaces. The targeted
events include the major European geosciences conference (European Geosciences Union General Assembly) with around 15,000 participants and room for organising workshops and cross-cutting sessions,
e.g. on reproducibility, and the conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) as the premier
international conference of Human-Computer Interaction.

2.4

Measures to fulfil the funding requirements and handling of project results

All software developed and documentation written by project staff will be distributed under a permissive open
source license that allows reuse, modification and integration in commercial systems (e.g. Apache 2.0 or
CC0 1.0 Universal). Development will continue openly at GitHub50 . All scientific papers and reports written
as a result of this research project by project staff and underlying datasets will be published as Open Access.
Since the proposed project is of experimental nature, WA3 is a dedicated work area for evaluation of both
50

https://github.com/o2r-project
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stakeholder experiences and technology. In case the evaluation is positive and the pilots are successful,
WA1 and WA2 provide a basis for research infrastructure operators as well as publishers to begin a wider
adoption of ERCs.
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